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Abstract- 

This Paper Presents the Usage of Sensors and IOT for 

Zebra crossing at Traffic signal. Which can be used to stop 

people from violating traffic rules. People avoid traffic 

rules and jump red light, which some time lead to 

accident. People very well know that they won’t be getting 

penalties unless accident had occurred as the existing 

system consist of huge drawback. At present video is 

recorded in traffic-signal by help of CCTV camera and 

later it is scanned manually to get the information of 

people violating rules. Traffic control department require 

to watch every video from start to end of whole day of 

each and every traffic-signal to see who have jumped the 

signal and send them copy of challan. And we very well 

know that it’s not possible to keep an eye of whole day 

recording to punish the victim. So, we require a full proof 

plan which can be used to stop people from violating the 

rules. To improve the drawback of existing system which 

consist of video recording can be provided with an 

addition of capture image feature which will work on the 

sensor installed at zebra crossing, as sensor would be 

interrupted from receiving the signal a photo can be 

clicked and a computer program with image recognition 

can be used to filter vehicle number plate from the entire 

photo. And then challan can be send to the registered 

number like currently going on. So, idea can be helpful to 

minimize the manual work and reduce time for a specific 

work. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Existing Traffic-control system in India consist of video 

recording, the recording is going 24*7 which defiantly 

HELP IF ANYTHING GOES WRONG. TRAFFIC CONTROL 

TEAM KEEP AN  

 

EYE on the recording so that they can send a copy of 

challan if anyone had violated the traffic rules. Special 

team is  

available to keep a track of people who violate traffic 

rules and with the help of screenshot of video they send 

e-challan to register address of vehicle number. This 

existing system is too time consuming and not 100% 

accurate as not everyone who violate the rules is 

punished. Jumping the red light can sometime be too 

dangerous, so there need to be a system which can stop 

people to jump the signal with a fear of penalty. In India 

jumping signal (driving at red light) penalty is set to up 

to Rs 100 for first offence and up to Rs 300 for 

subsequent offence according to Motor Vehicle Act 

(MVA) section 113(1)/177 DMVR. And for Violation of 

Stop Line is set to Rs 100 under same section. [source: 

http://ncrb.nic.in]. 

 

 

Figure: Major Cause of Accident Deaths During 2015 (source: 

http://ncrb.nic.in) 

 

Jumping traffic lights comes under Dangerous driving. 

And As per NCRB 32.2% accident occur because of 

Dangerous/Overtaking/Careless/etc. which can be lower 

down. According to Union road transport and highways 

ministry report India witnessed 17 deaths and 55 road 

accidents every hour in 2016, one of the highest in the 
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world. People cross red light sometimes deliberately, 

and sometimes accidentally but in any case, they need to 

be punished. Signal jumping is a big issue and people 

take it casually as there is very less chance that challan 

would be sent to their house so that they can pay fine. 

As Special person need to be assigned a task to watch 

the recording (Which is existing system) of each and 

every signal to monitor, if someone had jumped the 

signal. And to keep a track of each and every signal 

many people are required to watch recording and again 

it is not possible to assign one person for one signal just 

to track if someone had violated the rule.  

 
Figure: FIGURE SHOWS HOW PEOPLE STOP THERE 

VEHICAL ABOVE ZEBRA CROSSING  

[source: Internet] 

Even people stop there vehicles just above the zebra 

crossing which create a blockage for the people who are 

walking and required to cross the road. Even people start 

to cross the zebra crossing 6-7 second before the signal 

can turn to green which create a blockage for other 

people who are still crossing their road when their signal 

was green. 

Sensors can be installed at zebra crossing of every major 

traffic-signal and if someone tries to cross a zebra line a 

photo can be clicked and photo can be stored at a 

specific location (folder) and an image recognition 

program [like Amazon Rekognition program 

(https://aws.amazon.com/rekognition/)] can be used to 

crop only vehicle number plate from the entire photo [3] 

and challan copy can be sent to owner of that vehicle. 

Sensor can be installed at the starting of the zebra 

crossing at one side and a receiver can be kept at the 

other side of the road and the distance between the two 

can be noted [2] (Figure-A shows how it will work). Red 

line shows sensor signal. 

 

 
Figure-A: FIGURE SHOWS HOW SENSOR CAN BE 

IMPLIMENTED AT ZEBRA CROSSING. AS RULES SAYS 

STOP BEFORE TWO PARALLEL LINE  

(Correct Way of Stopping) 

As soon as a person try to cross the zebra crossing when 

the signal is red the distance between sensor and 

receiver will automatically reduce [1] (Figure-B shows 

how distance will be reduced) and now it would be time 

for a camera to click the photo of person with their 

vehicle.  

 

Figure-B: FIGURE SHOWS HOW SENSOR GET BROKEN 

WHENEVER A VEHICAL CROSSES IT WHEN SIGNAL 

WAS RED (Wrong way of stopping) 

This procedure can also be used if more than one person 

has jumped the red light. As the sensor can be used as a 

click button for camera and till the button is clicked 
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because of sensor the photos can be continuously clicked 

till the sensor is deactivated. It will be clicking images 

continuously, so it will store the image of one person 

many time till they cross the camera range. So, to avoid 

this another computer program can be used to keep only 

one image of one number plate (i.e. similar type of 

image) and delete the other.   

The sensor will now automatically disable if the 

signal had turn to green so that if anyone crosses the 

signal when it was green it won’t be clicking the photos 

(Figure-C shows how Sensor will be disabled when 

signal is green) 

 

 

Figure-C: FIGURE SHOWS HOW SENSOR GETS 

DISABLED WHEN SIGNAL TURN GREEN  

The installation of sensor can also fail if any animal or 

person walking over the zebra crossing touches the 

sensor. At that case image recognition program can be 

programed to filter the image which does not match a 

pattern of number plate [3]. This will reduce the manual 

work of filtering the photos. Now Traffic control team 

who is responsible to send the challan can check the 

stored images and send e-challan to the person who had 

violated the rules. The computer program can also be 

implemented to select more than one vehicle from the 

captured image and split it in different photos, so if more 

than one person violate the rule it can also be figure out.  

The camera which can be used to click the photo of the 

person jumping the red light need to be of very high 

quality as the picture need to be clicked immediately and 

also clear. Again, we need to set the distance for picture 

to be clicked so it does not capture the picture of vehicle 

which are before the zebra crossing. Suppose distance 

from camera to zebra crossing signal is 50m so the 

camera should capture image only till 50m so focused of 

camera need to be set so it does not capture image 

beyond the limits. 

 

II. CONCLUSION 

The above idea can be seen, in either a positive or 

negative manner from normal people. As they would be 

fined every time they do a mistake even if they stop 

above the zebra crossing or crosses the signal even 1 

second before it gets green they will get a copy of 

challan. Normal public will get frustrated by paying the 

fine and result they will soon stop violating traffic rules 

and which will definitely reduce much of the accident. 

This idea can even be used to reduce number of traffic 

police at every signal. And sensors with the help of 

camera and image recognition program will do their 

work accurately and everyone breaking the rules will get 

the punishment. 
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III. DEFINATION 

[1] Zebra Crossing: A zebra crossing is a type 
of pedestrian crossing used in many places around the 
world. Its distinguishing feature is alternating dark and 
light stripes on the road surface, resembling the coat of a 
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zebra. A zebra crossing typically gives priority to rights 
of way to pedestrians. 

[2] Traffic Signal: Traffic lights, also known as traffic 
signals, traffic lamps, traffic semaphore, signal 
lights, stop lights, robots (in South Africa), and traffic 
control signals (in technical parlance), are signaling 
devices positioned at road intersections, pedestrian 
crossing, and other locations to control flows of traffic. 

[3] Sensor: In the broadest definition, a sensor is 
an electronic component module, or subsystem whose 
purpose is to detect events or changes in its environment  

 

 

 

and send the information to other electronics, frequently 
a computer processor. A sensor is always used with other 
electronics, whether as simple as a light or as complex as 
a computer. 

[4] Challan: The fine or penalty collected from the 
person who violates the traffic rules.  

[5] Image recognition: Image recognition, in the context 
of machine vision, is the ability of software to identify 
objects, places, people, writing and actions in images. 
Computers can use machine vision technologies in 
combination with a camera and artificial 
intelligence software to achieve image recognition. 
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